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ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING APPLICATIONS TO
TECHNICAL PROCESSING AND CIRCULATION
ACTIVITIES IN A TECHNICAL LIBRARY
Hillis L. Griffin
The National Reactor Testing Station Technical Library, like
many other special and research libraries, constantly strives to pro-
vide the highest level of service to its users. In support of this ob-
jective, the technical processing and circulation activities of the
library must be prepared to fill user requests promptly and to anti-
cipate user requirements.
One way to meet these standards might be through the addition
of more clerical personnel handling an increased load of book pur-
chasing, journal subscription and renewal activities, frequent recall
of overdue materials in circulation, and timely announcement of new
books and journals which are added to the collection. In 1958 the
NRTS Technical Library decided instead to explore the benefits which
electronic data processing procedures might bring to the library
operation. Since that time new procedures utilizing punched cards
have been implemented in the acquisitions, accounting, cataloging, and
circulation activities of the library.
This paper will describe applications which have been used
successfully at the National Reactor Testing Station Technical Library
near Idaho Falls, Idaho. This library, located at the Station fifty
miles west of Idaho Falls, is operated for the United States Atomic
Energy Commission by Phillips Petroleum Company's Atomic Energy
Division, to serve the literature needs of several hundred scientists,
engineers, and other technical personnel employed by the Atomic
Energy Commission and its contractors at the NRTS. Now twelve
years old, the library is staffed by three professional librarians,
three group leaders, and thirteen staff members. Its collections in-
clude approximately 15,000 volumes, 350,000 technical reports, and
800 journal titles.
Mr. Griffin is Assistant Librarian, Argonne National Laboratory Li-
brary, Argonne, Illinois.
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The NRTS is a large area of sagebrush-covered arid land,
comparable in size to the state of Rhode Island. Various operational
areas located about the site are served by the central library and
branch libraries, as is the headquarters of the Idaho Operations Of-
fice of the Atomic Energy Commission located in Idaho Falls. Many
of the library users have their major contact with the library by tele-
phone as they request that books, journals, and reports be sent to
them. Automatic answering telephones in the library provide round-
the-clock auxiliary telephone service for many of these requests.
Punched cards are now utilized in many library functions.
Books are purchased with order slips printed from punched cards.
Notices for overdue materials are also printed from punched cards.
Lists of new titles added to the library are machine printed for re-
production and distributed about the site each month, and cumulative
listings of these titles are easily and frequently prepared from an
always up-to-date deck of IBM cards. Electronic data processing
applications have assumed a major role in the successful operation
of the NRTS Technical Library since the initial application over three
years ago. Many conventional library activities have been converted
to punched card operations with direct benefit to the library and to
the users which it serves.
Printed Lists of Journal Holdings
A union lists of the library's journal holdings used by research
and engineering people at their scattered locations, as well as by the
library staff, was the first item to be produced from punched cards
instead of typewriter. New titles and back runs were being added
frequently, and prompt revision of our list of journals was essential
if it were to remain timely. We could not afford time to retype a
complete revised list for each printing. A system was needed which
would require only the new and revised material to be prepared, en-
able obsolete items to be deleted, and leave unchanged listings intact.
Punched cards fully met this requirement.
Each line of the listing is punched on a separate IBM card. The
cards, properly sorted and fed into an IBM printer, produce copy
either directly on Multilith masters for offset printing, or on blank
paper for later photo-production of multilith plates, or for use in the
library as is.
Initial preparation of the list involves surveying the entire li-
brary collection and typing, on working cards ruled to coincide with
the spacing of the information on the punched cards, each title held
and the date of the first volume of each title. Information for each
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entry consists of the title, volume numbers held, and the year of issue
of the first volume in the run. Cross-references are provided for
title changes referring to the latest title. Inclusive volumes under
former titles are shown as a note after the latest title. Cross-
references are also provided for foreign journals published in trans-
lation under variant titles, and volume numbers are shown for both
publications if volume numbering of the translated journal differs
from that of the original. The location of each set is also shown on
the list together with the extent of the holdings at each location for
runs which are not complete. The complete volumes are shown as
well as those which are only partially complete.
Once the file of punched cards has been set up, it is easy to
maintain and use. While it is possible to incorporate other informa-
tion in the entry, e.g., language of publication, frequency, etc., we felt
that this information could be readily obtained from other sources
when it was needed. As a result, our initial conversion to punched
cards took no more time than would be involved in typing a similar
list for publication. Once the conversion to punched cards has been
accomplished, later listings can be prepared quickly by machine in a
matter of minutes.
This system has worked well, and the resulting union list of
journal holdings is very useful. Trips to the stack area by circulation
personnel to see whether we hold a title or a particular volume are
eliminated. The reference section of the library has found it helpful
in determining which citations can be supplied directly from our
shelves. Branch librarians have better access to the entire library
collection of journals. Scientific and technical personnel, each of
whom has a copy of the list, are aided in their research by being able
to ascertain quickly if a given reference is held by the library.
Book Lists and Printed Catalog
Our next application of punched cards was in the preparation of
monthly lists of new books added to our collections, and periodic
cumulations of these lists. This application was designed to be the
initial phase of an integrated system for book ordering and ultimately
for the preparation of a printed book catalog.
Since we regard the monthly lists and the printed book catalog
as finding media (what is in the library, and where), entries are not
bibliographically complete. The following information for each title
is punched into the IBM cards: complete author and title, date of
publication, and call number. Subject headings and branch locations
are punched as alpha-numeric codes. Incidental information (e.g.,
series notes, edition, etc.) is included as a parenthetical note after
the title. Information such as publisher, pagination, or contents note
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is found in the shelf list which continues to be maintained in conven-
tional form. As many cards as are necessary are used to provide
full author and title information.
As the books are cataloged, the cataloger types a 3"x 5" work-
ing card for each title, showing author, title, notes, call number, and
branch location. A six digit alpha-numeric title number for use with
the printed catalog will also be assigned when the printed catalog
system becomes fully operational. The working card is so ruled that
the type spacing for author and title is identical with the space as-
signed for this information in the IBM card. The space reserved for
the author on the working card, for example, will accomodate twenty-
seven typed characters, just as the field allotted for author on the
IBM card contains twenty-seven columns. Once each month these
working cards are sorted by author and keypunched. The monthly list
of new additions to the library is printed from these cards. This
print-out, originally accomplished on the IBM 407 accounting machine,
is now being done on the IBM 1401. Cumulations are prepared at
timely intervals by sorting and collating the cards which have been
used to print the monthly lists. Cards for the printed book catalog
will be duplicated automatically from a single main entry set of cards
punched for the monthly list.
At the time we embarked on this program, we were faced with
two problems. Our original problem of publishing the monthly list
quickly and easily was solved by the introduction of punched cards.
As we looked at our card catalog, however, it was quite apparent that
this catalog would not lend itself to conversion as it stood. Subject
headings had proliferated; there were no cross-references and no
subject authority file. Before we would be able to assign subject
codes for subject headings, it appeared that we should work to reduce
the number of subject headings in the catalog by consolidation. Cross-
references would have to be supplied. This job is still in progress.
When it is completed the library will gain, as a by-product of the
coding operation, a printed subject authority file. The printed subject
authority file will offer the primary benefit of utility. It will be
readily available on the cataloger's desk and can be quickly reprinted
as often as necessary. Inasmuch as the cataloger must use it as the
basis for assigning subject codes to each book cataloged, it serves as
an automatic verification that each subject heading assigned is cur-
rently being used in the catalog.
Any conversion job is a task of monumental proportions. We
are well aware that conversion of our catalog to punched cards will
be a difficult job. We presently plan to issue initially an author cat-
alog and a title catalog. In this manner we can utilize the cards which
have accumulated during the past two years from production of the
monthly book list. Keypunching of all prior entries will be completed
with the omission of subject codes. As the subject headings are
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brought into order and each heading and cross-reference has a code
number assigned to it, we can then proceed to code the subject head-
ings assigned to each title. From the master author deck we will du-
plicate the trailer card (containing the call number and space for five
subject heading codes) for each title. These cards will then be sorted
by call number to place them in shelf list order. Working from our
shelf list we will then proceed to punch the appropriate codes for sub-
jects into the trailer card for each title. These cards will then be
merged into the author file to replace the corresponding uncoded
trailer cards. The author file will then be duplicated to obtain the
subject file.
We feel that the division of the present catalog into a divided
catalog will bring many advantages. It will be easier to use than a
conventional dictionary catalog, for we can look for authors in the
author catalog without the distraction of title and subject entries. We
think that the author catalog will have great usefulness to our staff
members for verification of entries, searching book orders, and loca-
tion of books for borrower requests. The librarian is generally con-
cerned with the author entry and probably the title entry secondarily,
but the scientist is very often looking to see what we have on a parti-
cular subject. To him the subject catalog will probably be the most
important. It will be readily available to him whenever he needs it,
either at his own desk or a short distance away within his division.
Together with the author and title catalogs, we look to this extension
and improvement of the library catalog to increase the usefulness of
our collections.
Book Purchasing With Punched Cards
Book purchasing procedures in many special libraries differ
considerably from those found in public and university libraries, for
the special library must generally adapt its procedures to those used
by the company for its other purchasing activities. Our book ordering
system was devised to work within the framework of established pur-
chasing, receiving, and finance procedures within our company and at
the same time to enable the library to process orders and check in
materials quickly and accurately.
Punched cards are used to print order slips on the IBM 1401
using preprinted forms. The basic slip is the traditional 3"X 5 n size.
These slips are arranged three across the form and five copies deep
with interleaved carbon. The back sheet is of heavier stock in a dis-
tinctive color. One printing operation produces fifteen copies of the
slips for each copy of each title ordered. Fortunately, not all of these
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copies stay in the library! They are distributed as follows: Library -
8 slips, (1) Public catalog (this card is in a distinctive color and of
heavier stock than most of the slips), (2) Purchase order file, (3)
File by invoice number, (4) File by author, (5) Purchasing department,
(6) Warehouse (receiving section), (7) Finance department, and (8)
Extra copy (most libraries would use this copy to order L.C. cards) ;
and Dealer - 7 slips, (1) Purchase order to publisher, (2) Report to
library, (3) Dealer file copy, and (4-7) Invoice copies (returned to
the library with the book and marked with selling price).
Since each slip serves throughout the entire ordering- billing
cycle, they carry an individual invoice number for the entire process.
This number is assigned to each title as it is ordered, and an order
for multiple copies of a single title will have a separate invoice num-
ber for each copy ordered. Only one item is ordered against any
invoice number. These numbers appear on all records involved in
the transaction and facilitate several operations. Warehouse personnel
match the number on the invoice sent in the book with the one on the
copy of the form which they received when the book was ordered.
Library personnel use it in pulling slips from the files when the item
is received. The invoice number makes it much easier to resolve
any problems with the dealer because it ties down the item in question
very clearly. It is essential, too, in pulling IBM cards from the on-
order file for processing invoice slips for payment.
A 3"x 5" search card is prepared for each book to be ordered.
These cards are printed in continuous strips for easy handling in the
typewriter. Like the working card used in preparation of punched
cards for the monthly book list, the search cards are arranged in
fields corresponding to those on the punched cards. They are spaced
so that the number of typed characters which will fit into the spaces
on the card are equal to the number of characters which may be
punched in the same field of the punched card. After the card has
been cleared for ordering, the information is punched into the appro-
priate fields on the IBM cards.
At the time the book ordering system was initially installed, an
IBM 407 accounting machine was used to print the order slips. The
system is presently operating on an IBM 1401 to secure greater flex-
ibility in the preparation of input cards and in the print-out and output
cards which result. As the order slips are printed on the IBM 1401,
a new deck of cards is punched simultaneously. This deck is identical
to the input deck with the exceptions that the invoice numbers, dealer
code, and order date are added to all cards and the purchase order
number is added to the trailer card.
A *load card," which precedes the data deck, loads certain con-
stant information to the computer for use in various parts of the pro-
gram. This load card contains the current date, last invoice number
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used, the amount committed to date against the purchase order being
used, the purchase order number, and the dealer name and his invoice
code letters. At the end of each computer run a new load card is
punched automatically, and it is necessary only to add the current
date to this card to begin the next order run.
Invoices removed from the books received from the basis for
clearing the IBM cards from the on-order file at monthly intervals.
The cost of each item and the invoice number is punched into finder
cards, and these finder cards are used to pull the IBM cards for
materials received from the outstanding orders deck. Price informa-
tion is transferred to the trailer card for each item received, and
these cards are used to prepare the monthly list of clearings and
finance summaries. The finance summaries are prepared in two
formats. One, printed in invoice number order, accompanies our
check to the dealer and gives him the detailed listing of the invoices
being paid by the check. The second listing, arranged by purchase
order and account number, is used by the finance section to debit the
various accounts for materials received against them.
The orders-outstanding file may be used at any time for expe-
diting materials which have not been received. A printed listing of
outstanding items may be sent to the dealer for his action in noting
the current status of the order. The library, too, has some indication
of when the material may be expected when the dealer returns the
list. Such a listing is easy to secure since the information has al-
ready been keypunched, and since the deck, maintained in invoice
number order, is automatically in chronological sequence.
The book ordering and book catalog punched card formats were
originally designed to be very similar in nature. We had hoped to be
able to punch the cards once in ordering the book and then use these
cards later in preparation of the printed catalog merely by pulling the
card containing non-bibliographic information from the purchasing
set of cards and by using the remaining bibliographic cards, with the
addition of a trailer card showing call number, in the printed book
catalog. Our experience indicates, however, that it is much easier to
repunch the cards for the book catalog than to use the cards which
were made to order the material. This takes advantage of the econ-
omies of monthly batch processing. We found, too, that since a large
percentage of our materials are ordered before publication dates, we
obtained little agreement in form of entry between the way a book was
ordered and the way it was cataloged.
This book ordering system has been very satisfactory in opera-
tion. From one set of cards we get records for all of our essential
files, and it is impossible to receive and pay for duplicate material
in error. We are able to handle a large number of orders quickly and
easily. We also benefit from a considerable saving in clerical time
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in initiating the order, in file maintenance, and in all of the attendant
housekeeping procedures.
Journal Renewal
The IBM 1401 data processing system gives us the means to
cope quickly and easily with the problems of journal renewal. From
one basic deck of punched cards we are able to send renewal notices
to those for whom we order journals, requesting that they authorize
renewal of the subscription for the coming year. From this same
deck we write the renewal orders. Then, when the first issue of the
journal subscriptions should have been received, we are able to take
the same deck of punched cards and write letters to each subscriber
asking that he certify that the subscription is being received in good
order. A job which was formerly measured in months is now accom-
plished in a few hours.
The journal renewal system consists of three phases. In the
first phase we generate renewal notices for subscriptions due to ex-
pire four months hence. These renewal notices are sent to the per-
son for whom the subscription has been ordered, or, in the case of
library subscriptions, they are used to check the current status of
receipt of the journal prior to renewing. As each letter is written on
the IBM 1401, the subscription card is removed from the file. When
the authorization is returned to the library, the IBM card is replaced
in the subscription deck to await the second phase of the operation.
The only way that the subscription can be renewed is for the authori-
zation to be returned to us by the subscriber or, in the case of a li-
brary subscription, for the material to be arriving in good order.
The actual renewal order is written in the second phase of the
operation. Renewals are written automatically for subscriptions ex-
piring three months hence or earlier to the vendor to whom we are
directing renewal orders for each particular title. As the renewal
order is being written, the subscription period and the inclusive vol-
umes being ordered are updated automatically and a new subscription
card is punched. The printed output from the IBM 1401 in this opera-
tion consists of sheets showing the titles which are to be renewed, the
new period of subscription, volume numbers, address to which the
subscription is to be sent, estimated cost, and the account which is to
be debited for each subscription. These sheets are covered by a pur-
chase order and constitute our renewal instructions to the vendor.
The updated subscription cards which are punched as part of the re-
newal procedure are interpreted and merged into the subscription
deck replacing the subscription cards from which the renewal orders
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were written. A printout of the entire deck at this time, using a
switched option of the renewal program, indicates the current status
of all subscriptions on order.
One month after the initial issue of the renewal subscription
should have been received, the third phase of the system comes into
operation. Letters are sent automatically to each subscriber asking
for verification that the subscription is being received. The begin-
ning date of the subscription is the testing medium. As these acknow-
ledgements are returned to the library by the subscribers, we can
clear our records and assure ourselves that the subscriptions are
properly entered.
We have found that this system has served our needs very well.
Whereas we formerly spent three months each summer preparing to
renew our journal subscriptions, the entire job can now be done in
about 45 minutes on the IBM 1401, including preparation of updated
records. Average time to write a renewal for one title for one sub-
scriber is about two seconds, including preparation of the updated
record and searching through subscriptions not due for renewal.
Another feature of the system which has been valuable is the fact that
it is impossible to enter a renewal without proper authorization. We
are also assured that subscriptions expiring at odd intervals during
the year will be properly renewed at the right time.
Circulation Procedures
The circulation control system at the NRTS Technical Library
is a conventional two-card system, i.e., one file maintained by call
number and one by borrower. Our book circulation system functions
more as a perpetual inventory system than as a true circulation sys-
tem. It is anticipated that this system will soon be converted into a
true circulation system, utilizing magnetic tape on the IBM 1401.
Circulation of technical reports has been handled completely by ma-
chine for over a year, using an IBM 085 collator with the alphabetic
collating device in a system similar to that used for books, journals,
and assigned materials.
The present library circulation file on punched cards consists
of book, journal, and assigned materials and is filed in borrower
order. This file is used to provide an annual inventory of books in
circulation, since we have no fixed loan period for books. The file is
also used to process journal overdue notices at periodic intervals and
to provide lists of materials charged to any given employee upon
request.
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The basic circulation card for the system shows the call num-
ber or report number, copy number, title (and author for books),
date on which the material was charged out, and the identification
number of the employee to whom the book is charged.
For inventory purposes the borrower circulation file is used to
print a list of all items charged to each borrower on preprinted forms
using the IBM 1401. This system was originally designed for the IBM
407 and operated very well on that machine. Follow-up for inventor-
ies which are not returned within a given time is accomplished auto-
matically, and letters are written with the IBM 1401 asking that the
materials be returned. This program makes follow-up very easy,
eliminating the need of manual letter writing or telephoning.
For the recall of journals the entire file is loaded into the IBM
1401 and scanned card by card. When a card for an overdue journal
is recognized, the borrower's name is printed on the inventory sheet,
a message is printed telling him that the journal is overdue, and the
overdue journals which he has checked out are listed below on the
sheet.
Our circulation systems for books, journals, and reports have
served us very well and have enabled us to undertake jobs which
would otherwise have been impossible. We anticipate that the con-
version of all these systems to magnetic tape will enhance their
usefulness.
Miscellaneous Operations
The Report Section of the library has made use of punched cards
in many operations. Circulation activities have already been mentioned.
In addition, the Report Section utilizes punched cards in the production
of a biweekly announcement bulletin of new reports received by the
library. Punched cards are also used in other internal operations of
the Report Section.
Once data has been captured on punched cards, it is relatively
easy to produce other reports from them to meet special needs. The
flexibility of the IBM 1401 makes it especially easy to accomplish
jobs such as the following. One of the site contractors was effecting
a sizeable reduction in staff assigned to the NRTS. We modified our
inventory program to print inventories for only those borrowers em-
ployed by this contractor. One pass of the circulation deck through
the IBM 1401 produced printed inventory sheets for them. The whole
job including program modification and processing took less than one
hour. It saved untold hours of manual checking and typing which
might have been required if our circulation system had not been on
punched cards.
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Statistics are easily gathered as a by-product of operating runs.
Inventory runs, for example, tell us how many active borrowers we
have and how many books are in circulation, both as a total and by
types of material. As the monthly lists and cumulations of new mate-
rial added to the library are printed, we secure as a by-product sta-
tistics indicating the total number of titles which we have added during
this period. It is easy to determine book ordering activity at any
time. We could, if we wished, determine the number of books ordered,
received, and on order at any time; complete financial figures are
always available to us. We have been well pleased with the operation
of our systems to date and look forward to the time when all will be-
come fully operational. We anticipate that other library operations
will be converted to punched cards when the need arises.
Equipment and Training
Experience with the initial IBM application convinced the staff
that punched cards could expedite operations. It showed also that an
important advantage is lost when library personnel have to copy in-
formation onto sheets or cards for keypunching at another location by
keypunch operators unfamiliar with the library system and its require-
ments. It appeared that important benefits would result if personnel
were to punch cards directly from the document, to the greatest pos-
sible extent
To this end, an IBM model 026 printing keypunch was leased.
With this machine the operator can see printed what she has punched
and thus develop confidence. All members of the staff learned to
operate the keypunch. Individuals who handled the various routines in
the library did the keypunching involved in their areas of work. A
training program was instituted, with the assistance of our local IBM
Data Processing Division representative, for the entire staff. This
had many benefits. No one felt "left out,* and staff members not di-
rectly associated with certain operations could assist with keypunch-
ing duties whenever temporary work, overloads, or illness made it
impossible for the assigned staff member to handle the job.
While the staff members can be trained successfully, they may
not all become outstanding keypunch operators from the viewpoint of
production work. A slow typist will probably not be a fast and effi-
cient keypunch operator, for manual dexterity is an important aspect
in keypunching, as in typing. But the staff member who is trained as
a keypunch operator knows the rest of the routine, and probably knows
and appreciates why certain information must be entered in a specific
manner. Knowing this, she will be less prone to let errors slip by.
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If the work load justifies, it is probably better to secure a full
time keypunch operator to handle all keypunch work for the entire
section. This demands a skilled and flexible operator. Jobs which
require continual but intermittent use of one keypunch would probably
not be given to the full time keypunch operator. Circulation is an
*on demand" type of job which cannot be worked into a fixed schedule.
The circulation attendant does the punching for circulation cards. But
many jobs can be scheduled for the full time keypunch operator in the
section. In the NRTS library, for example, preparation of cards in
the Report Section is a full time job for one member. Book orders,
cards for the monthly book lists and printed catalog, journal renewal
changes and additions, and many of the other jobs in the Section can
all be channeled to the full time operator. This allows the staff mem-
bers who are presently doing keypunching in addition to their regular
duties to devote more time,to the duties for which they are more
skilled and better trained.
As other systems were installed, it became apparent that one
keypunch could not handle the load of work entering the system, espe-
cially with the Report Section located some distance from the library.
We obtained two more 026 keypunches, both with the alternate program
device and one with the interspersed master card gang punch feature.
This IMGP feature permits simple gang punching on the spot, without
carrying cards to the data processing section and waiting for time to
become available on the IBM 514 reproducing punch. Our aim was to
be as self sufficient as possible and to do as much of our work as
possible on our own machine. At this time we also secured a model
085 collator with the alphabetic collating feature, and an IBM model
082 sorter, capable of sorting 650 cards per minute. This sorter is
equipped with a card counting device and the sort suppress feature.
We chose the IBM 085 collator in preference to the 087 collator,
although the 087 will sort a few more columns of alphabetic informa-
tion and allows greater flexibility in the columns which may be used
for alphabetic collating. The alphabetic collating feature on the 085
can be used only in certain positions, and this forced us to design our
cards to place any information to be collated in a position on the card
which would be compatible with the collator columns so equipped. We
had the device set up for columns 1-16. Cards with alphabetic data
in other columns can be handled by reproducing the data into columns
1-16 and then reproducing the deck back into the original format. Our
systems are so designed, however, that this is not necessary for any
of the work which we do. In addition, the 085 is a much more flexible
machine than the 087, allowing a greater variety of jobs to be handled.
When we were making our initial applications, the only printer
available to us was the IBM 407 accounting machine. This was a
basic 407 with no additional selectors or special features. It did a
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fine job within its limitations and enabled us to get systems into oper-
ation which were of real benefit.
It was only one year ago that the IBM 1401 data processing sys-
tem became available to us, for it was at that time that it was installed
in the headquarters building in Idaho Falls, fifty-five miles distant
from our location at the NRTS. We felt that the advantages which we
could obtain from the machine far outweighed the inconvenience of
transporting trays of cards from the NRTS to the headquarters build-
ing for processing. This machine was a basic IBM 1401 with 4K core,
but with only a limited number of special features. Although this ma-
chine has its limitations, it vastly extended our capabilities over the
IBM 407 and made possible jobs which would not have been physically
or economically possible on the IBM 407. A new IBM 1401 system
using magnetic tape has recently replaced the machine which has been
used by the library, and a number of applications have been awaiting
the installation of this equipment.
Probably the greatest problem for the librarian desiring to uti-
lize punched card procedures is his lack of background in electronic
data processing equipment, procedures, and capabilities. The IBM
Data Processing Division representatives are extremely helpful, but
there is need for the librarian to become well versed in the principles
of electronic data processing. Only in this way can he relate the cap-
abilities of the various types of equipment to the operations which he
desires to accomplish.
It is, of course, highly desireable to have all necessary equip-
ment available in the library to handle all of the jobs which are to be
done. The convenience which this offers to the smooth functioning of
the system cannot be denied. Nevertheless, it is possible to accom-
plish a great deal with only a keypunch in the library if machine ser-
vice can be obtained locally. Many universities and colleges now have
computing centers or are introducing electronic data processing equip-
ment in their accounting operations. City and county governments are
using this equipment, and various industrial firms and business have
such equipment available. It is possible, in many communities, to
secure these services from a local service bureau or tabulating cen-
ter. The major problem which will be encountered will probably be
a lack of alphabetic collating ability, since most data processing jobs
are set up for numeric collating.
Electronic data processing can play an important role in many
activities of the library. It enables routine jobs to be performed
quickly and accurately, leaving more time for trained people to give
to tasks which need human attention. In the NRTS Technical Library
it works well, enabling the staff to better serve the scientists and
engineers at the station.
